
 
More sunflower seed expected for the 
2024/25 season  
 
Berlin, 20 March 2024. – In its recently published first estimate for the 2024/25 
marketing season, the International Grains Council (IGC) expects global 
production of sunflower seeds to reach 58.5 million tonnes. This would 
translate to a 600,000 per cent rise on the current crop year.  
 
The anticipated increase in production is based in particular on higher yield 
expectations despite an approximately 2 per cent reduction in area planted. 
According to the IGC, the reasons for the expected decline in area are good global 
supply with sunflower seed and the low price level.  
 
Output of sunflower seed in the EU-27 is expected to amount to 10.5 million tonnes, 
slightly more than the 10.2 million tonnes produced in the marketing period 2023/24. 
According to investigations conducted by Agrarmarkt Informations-Gesellschaft 
(mbH), the IGC anticipates larger harvests especially for Romania and Bulgaria. 
Production is also projected to increase in Brazil and Argentina. For Russia, the 
world's largest supplier of sunflower seed, the Council forecasts a harvest volume of 
17.4 million tonnes, which translates to a 200,000 tonne decrease on the current 
season. For Ukraine the Council projects an output of 16.2 million tonnes, which 
would be down around 300,000 tonnes, whereas China is not expected to see any 
significant changes in production.  
 
The IGC has pointed out that the crop forecast is quite vague at this point because 
sowing campaigns have not started in the most important sunflower seed producing 
countries. 
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Source:  IGC Note: 2022/23 prilimary, 2023/24 estimate, 2024/25 forecast             
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2024/25: 58.5 million tonnes 
2023/24: 57.9 million tonnes 
2022/23: 56.3 million tonnes 
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Quick information on UFOP e. V.: 

The Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants e. V. (UFOP) represents the political interests of companies, associations 
and institutions involved in the production, processing and marketing of domestic oil and protein plants in national and international 
bodies. UFOP supports research to optimise agricultural production and for the development of new recycling opportunities in the 
food, non-food and feed sectors. UFOP public relations aim to promote the marketing of domestic oil and protein plant end 
products. 
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